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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
“LISTENING WITH AN ATTITUDE”: THE ROLE OF ATTITUDE ON NATIVE AND
NON-NATIVE INTERGROUP COMMUNICATION

People tend to draw their own conclusions about similarities and differences between who
they are and the “other.” Having perceptions of being similar to the in-group and being
different from the out-group “satisfies psychological needs” (Robbins & Krueger, 2005).
Based on this social perception, individuals show communication variations as a way of
expressing their identities (Giles 1973). This study implements quantitative and qualitative
methods in order to examine the attitude of native speakers (NSs), as well as the potential
impact of these attitudes on their communication with non-native speakers (NNSs). The
potential impact of NSs’ interactions on NNSs’ interactions was also analyzed. First, this
study elicits NSs’ attitudes by implementing the matched-guise technique (adopted from
Lindemann’s work, 2000). Then, NSs and NNSs’ interaction variations were analyzed
through the implementation of the map task model. The result reveals that (a) there is no
consistent alignment between NSs’ attitudes and their interaction variations and that, (b)
NNSs’ interaction variation was dynamic and affected by NSs’ interactions.

KEYWORDS: Intergroup Communication; Identity; Attitude; Perception; Stereotypes;
Interaction.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Us and Them
One of the elements of human nature is the tendency to distinguish the similarities
and differences between us (those who share similarities) and them (those who do not).
These may include differences and similarities based on age, gender, academic affiliation,
lifestyle, and ethnic background, to name a few. For instance, I may consider myself
different because I am 30 years old, and the other person is 10 years old, because I am a
linguist and the other person is a geologist, or because I am a Muslim and the other person
is a Buddhist. These differences may cause us to have a tendency to detach from the other.
Furthermore, they might be instrumental in our making assumptions and having
expectations that the other would not be able to understand us (well) and, therefore, this
would affect our communication (Duszak, 2002).

Indeed, these different characteristics may influence our tendency to identify with
or belong to certain groups (inclusion) but not to other groups (exclusion). This attitude
might lead us to build a dense communication network with those with whom we want to
align ourselves but to seek only weak ties with those from whom we want to detach
ourselves. These kinds of dense or weak interactions between groups can be called
intergroup communication, in which group memberships are formed (Harwood and Giles,
2005). In other words, group membership is constructed through communication.
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1.2 Social Identity and Intergroup Communication
Social identity is developed through experiences with various categories of people
and social group affiliations that form our values and beliefs. Our values and emotions
contribute to building our sense of social inclusion or exclusion as a way to form solidarity
with or create distance from certain groups. Drawing on the social inclusion and exclusion
perspective, Harwood and Giles (2005) defined social identity as the “perception of self as
a member of particular groups, along with the associations relevant to those groups” (p.3).
Therefore, social identity is “activated” to include oneself in a particular group or to
exclude oneself (Zhou, 2002).

Based on Harwood and Giles’s definition, intergroup

communication occurs when individuals define themselves based on group affiliation.
Examples of groups can include membership in an academic group, a religion, and a sports
team; groups can also be formed based on sexual orientation and nationality, among others.
Based on this, when self-identity is salient to the recipient who has a different group
membership, intergroup interaction occurs with a consideration of the groups’ differences.
Intergroup interaction may be successful or may fail based on the beliefs and values each
participant has about the other group. This means that communication is determined by
perceived social affiliation (Tajfel & Turner, 2004).

As group membership could lead to prejudice, Turner et al. (1987) introduced the
self-categorization theory (SCT). The argument of the SCT is that individuals internalize
different social categories to which they belong and apply these categorizations to their ingroup and out-group behaviors. When we categorize others, we do not see them as unique
individuals. Instead, we view them through the lens of group stereotypes. In other words,
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our social categorization system leads us to depersonalize them and generate stereotypical
perception and expectations (Hogg and Reid, 2006). This also applies to depersonalizing
ourselves (self-prototyping) in terms of the in-group attributions (Hogg & Tindale, 2005).

1.3 Social Identity Perception, Linguistic Variables, and Social Judgment
One of the most powerful tools used to project social identity is language (Duszak,
2002). This can include the use of certain words, speaking in a certain way, or speaking
with an accent that is associated with a particular class, sexual orientation, race, or any
other group. In addition, this means that, when we communicate, we look for variable
linguistic signs used by others in order to identify their identities.

A number of studies have investigated listeners’ perceptions of native accents such
as African-American vernacular English (AAVE) or Chicano English (Purnell et al., 1999)
, Long Island English, or British English (Sumner & Kataoka, 2013) and non-native accents
(Lindemann, 2000- 2003–2005; Barona, 2008; Lev-Ari and Keysar, 2010). Some studies
concluded that listeners use speakers’ linguistic features to form social judgments. Other
studies adopted an alternative approach that views listeners’ perceptions as the result of the
combination of both linguistic and social features (Niedzielski, 1999; Lindemann, 2002;
Kang & Rubin, 2009; McGowan, 2015). This approach argues that listeners intuit
information (e.g., race, age, gender, socioeconomic status) from even a brief speech sample
(microlinguistic and phonetic levels) and use this information to form a social judgment
(Kang & Rubin 2009; Rubin 2012; Sumner et al. 2014; McGowan, 2015).
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1.4 Intergroup communication and Negative Attitude: “We are what we are because
they are not what we are” (Forgas & Tajfel, 1981:124)
Recent studies of intergroup communication have argued that individuals who have
a negative attitude toward a certain group (the out-group) rated the speakers negatively as
less suitable for high-status jobs (Seggie, Smith, & Hodgins 1986), not nice to listen to
(Lindemann, 2002), less credible and truthful (Lev-Ari & Keysar, 2010), and less educated
(Fraser & Kelly, 2012). Some studies, as mentioned above, argued that negative attitude
could be related to the non-native speakers’ level of language proficiency (Lev-Ari &
Keysar, 2010). Other linguists, however, have attributed negative attitudes more to social
factors. They argued that interlocutors intuit social information (e.g., race, age, education)
from acoustic cues and form a social judgment (Milroy & McClenaghan 1977; Johnson &
Jenks, 1994: Nguyen, 1994: Munro & Derwing, 1995: Niedzielski, 1999; Purnell et al.,
1999; Lindemann, 2002, 2003, 2005; Conn, 2005; Barona, 2008; Kang & Rubin, 2009;
Rubin, 2012; McGowan, 2015). This also demonstrates that individuals with what has been
described as stigmatized speech may face discrimination based on their perceived social
information (Lippi-Green, 1994). That means that the attitude of the individuals involved
in the conversation would affect communication. For instance, Lippi-Green (1994) argued:
“The fact is, however, that when people reject an accent, they also reject the identity of the
person speaking: his or her race, ethnic heritage, national origin, regional affiliation, or
economic class” (p.165).

Lippi-Green argued that when an interlocutor possesses a negative attitude toward
the speaker’s accent, he or she is, in reality, rejecting the speaker’s identity. Therefore, to
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demonstrate distance from the speaker (an out-group member), the interlocutor will reject
his or her share of the “communicative burden” (as described in Lippi-Green’s 1994 work)
or may lead the interlocutor to over-accommodate his or her speech (making unnecessary
or inappropriate speech adjustments) to maintain a distinction (Zuengler, 1991). This
brings to light that intergroup communication is dynamic and based on the speakers’ and
interlocutors’ attitudes.

1.5 Intergroup Communication and Positive Attitude: Minimizing the Perceived
Differences
Sociophonetic studies have shown that interlocutors use socio-acoustic information
in speech perception to detach themselves from the “other” group. However, these cues
may also be used to minimize differences and to align with the out-group. Based on LippiGreen’s (1994) explanation, this will motivate the interlocutors to share the communicative
act (and not to reject their share of communication).

To reach successful comprehension, speakers may adopt different communicative
strategies such as speech accommodation. For example, Zuengler (1991) states that native
speakers accommodate their speech to express solidarity with and friendliness toward nonnative speakers. The accommodation includes using simpler and shorter sentences,
speaking more slowly, asking more questions (or tag questions), using more careful
pronunciation, etc. This kind of speech accommodation has been called foreigner talk
(Ferguson, 1971; Snow et al., 1981; Freed, 1981).
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1.6 Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT)
To better understand accommodation speech, it is essential to analyze intergroup
communication goals and intentions. Members from different affiliations may convey their
alignment or distance through different communication strategies. As mentioned earlier,
speakers may reject their part in the communication process (Lippi-Green, 1994); they may
over-accommodate their speech (Hummert et al., 204; Hummert and Ryan, 2001); or they
may make no adjustments in their speech at all (Zuengler, 1991). These kinds of
communication strategies could be used to maximize the social distance from the out-group
and to ensure greater differences. By contrast, speakers could choose to accommodate their
speech in order to express attraction, solidarity, and self-esteem (Babel, 2009).

Making accommodations or choosing not to can be better explained within the
Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) dimension. CAT focuses on how
individuals use language to establish social identity; this includes their decision to
accommodate their speech, emphasizing their speech variety or switching to another
variety in order to achieve intergroup social identity (Harwood and Giles, 2005). CAT
offers insights into the communicative strategies used during intergroup communication
based on the relative social positions of two groups (Hecht et al., 2005). For example,
individuals may choose to accommodate to the out-group speech in ways that differentiate
them from the group (divergence), or in ways that minimize the difference (convergence)
or maintain the same level of differences (maintenance).
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1.7 Intergroup Communications Studies
Scholars from different disciplines, including communications, social psychology,
sociology, political science, anthropology, and linguistics, have studied intergroup
communication by using diverse theories and both quantitative and qualitative research
methods to better understand verbal communication across groups and contexts.
Accordingly, the topic of intergroup communication requires a multidisciplinary
understanding of the relationship of the different theories and methodologies that have been
applied in examining its complexity (Gallois, 2012).

Lambert et al. (1960) heavily influenced the study of intergroup communication by
integrating theories of experimental social psychology and linguistics to show the
relationship between attitude and social judgment. Studies of intergroup communication
also took cues from Allport’s (1954) work on intergroup contact theory, Giles’s (1973)
work on communication accommodation theory (CAT), Giles et al.’s (1977) work on the
ethnolinguistic vitality theory (EVT), and Tajfel and Turner’s (1979) work on social
identity theory (SIT). Such influence indicates that intergroup communication studies are
not only multidisciplinary but also theory driven and contextually sensitive (Gallois, 2012).

Conclusion
In this chapter, with reference to the framework of communication accommodation
theory and self-categorization theory, I set up the theoretical foundation for how
individuals use and perceive language as a marker of social categorization during
intergroup communication. I also emphasize the relevance of language and social identity
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in the analysis of intergroup communication. This section generally suggests that
intergroup communication is a topic that requires interdisciplinary theoretical and
empirical study backed by methods of social psychological, cognitive, and discourse
analysis to better understand its complexity in verbal communication (Reid, Giles, &
Harwood, 2005).

In Chapter 2, I discuss some studies of attitude and intergroup communication from
psychological, social, and linguistic perspectives. In Chapter 3, I outline the current study’s
objectives and research questions. In Chapter 4, I explain the methodology I used to
analyze attitude and its potential influence on communication. I then discuss the results of
the attitude and interaction tasks in Chapter 5. Finally, I conclude the findings in Chapter
6 and I listed the study limitations in Chapter7.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1. Over view:
The desire to understand the relationship between attitude and intergroup
communication has captured the imaginations of social, psychology, cognition, linguistic,
and anthropology scholars. First, the relationship was studied from a social psychological
perspective by Allport (1954). He introduced intergroup contact theory (ICT) in his volume
The Nature of Prejudice, which is considered one of the most influential social psychology
works (Pettigrew and Hammann, 2016; Pettigrew and Tropp, 2011). Allport (1954)
emphasized the importance of intergroup contact in order to reduce prejudice. He suggested
that intergroup contact—under certain conditions—is the key to reducing prejudice and
improving social communication. ICT depends on four conditions (see Table 2.1): equal
status, intergroup cooperation, common goals, and support by social and institutional
authorities.
Table 2.1: Allport’s conditions for positive intergroup contact (as cited in Everett, 2013).
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He analyzed social contact features that could affect the potential of prejudice
reduction. He suggests in part that:

Prejudice (unless deeply rooted in the character structure of the
individual) may be reduced by equal status contact between majority and
minority groups in the pursuit of common goals. The effect is greatly
enhanced if this contact is sanctioned by institutional supports (i.e., by
law, custom or local atmosphere), and provided it is of a sort that leads
to the perception of common interests and common humanity between
members of the two groups. (Allport, 1954, p. 281)

Inspired by his work, researchers tested ICT across different contexts and groups.
Indeed, Pettigrew and Tropp (2011) found that the number of intergroup contact studies
has massively increased since Allport’s (1954) work. Their search uncovered 515 studies
that investigated intergroup contact (see Figure 2.1). The increasing number of studies has
broadened the scope of intergroup contact research and its potential implications and/or
complex outcomes (Pettigrew &Tropp, 2011; Brown & Hewstone 2005).

Figure 2.1: Number of intergroup contact studies by decades (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2011).
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Based on the contact conditions proposed by Allport, ICT could be implemented in
long-term intergroup interactions. His hypothesis could be applied to facilitating intergroup
communication by reducing negative social stereotypes through the implications of the
four contact conditions. The main reason for introducing this hypothesis in this paper is to
emphasize the fact that attitude influences intergroup communication. In particular, the
hypothesis proposes how attitudes toward other out-groups could increase or decrease
prejudice and make one receptive to social and linguistic diversity.

Of course, one powerful sign of group membership is language. For instance,
language could be used as an indicator to a specific group who are stereotyped as educated
and smart or lazy and incompetent. Based on this cognitive representation of social
prototypes, our feelings and thoughts are shaped toward those speakers as well as
ourselves. Lippi-Green (1994) argued that speech varieties that are associated with
immigrants and/or national and ethnic minorities (e.g., Asian, Slavic, and Hispanic) are
stigmatized and rated negatively whereas varieties that are associated with powerful groups
are rated positively.
I cannot stand anyone with a thick Black Southern accent, it
sounds racist but I seriously cannot understand when the people
try to communicate to me. Example: I called my cell company
and I needed help with why my email pop system did not work.
The guy had a half Ebonics/Southern slang accent. Trying to
explain to me technical shit I had to do. It was super annoying.
I had to have him keep repeating to me what the hell he was
saying, it was embarrassing me [sic] for me, and probably for
him or not. (As cited in Lippi-Green, 2012, p. 71)
Lippi-Green (2012) stated that when prejudiced listeners claim that they cannot
understand a particular accent (often associated with disfavored/less powerful groups),
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their rejection is, in fact, due to the perceived social identity (see Figure 2). She argued that
those “prejudiced listeners” whose speech identifies them as members of the empowered
mainstream don’t hear what a speaker says; instead, they consider the speaker’s identity as
a condition for continuing the communicative act (Figure 2.2). In fact, I argue here that
those listeners view themselves in terms of in-group membership and view the out-group
members as the “others” who have similar attributes (depersonalized).
Figure 2.2: Sharing or rejecting the communicative burden: A model based on the
particular speech characteristics of ethnic and national groups (Lippi-Green, 1994).

Many linguists such as Lambert et al. (1960), Labov (1970), Sankoff (1971), Giles
(1973), Scotton (1980), and Lippi-Green (1994), to name a few, implemented the social
psychology view in analyzing linguistic behavior (Beebe & Giles, 1984). They examined
aspects like motivation, attitude, intentions, and self-categorization as the causes of certain
linguistic behavior. They proved that speech is not just “natural signs” (McGregor, 2015,
p. 156) but also are social codes. For instance, Giles (1973) connected the field of social
psychology to linguistics throughout his work on the CAT model (Jones & Watson, 2013).
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CAT primarily focused on individuals’ communication styles as a tool of identity
construction. For example, people choose to converge, diverge, or maintain their speech
based on their perception of that group (i.e., self-categorization perception). The core
concept of CAT is that group members express their approval, disapproval, values, and
attitudes toward other group members through their decided speech style. This suggests
that studies need to examine first (a) groups’ attitudes towards other members and then (b)
analyze how their attitudes shape their speech (or communication style).

In second language acquisition (SLA) literature, CAT has been used to explain
variations in second language (L2) acquisition. Beebe (1981) reported Thai variations of
Chinese-Thai speakers when interacting with a Chinese interviewer and a Thai interviewer.
The analysis involved the variation of six vowels produced by L2 Thai speakers. Beebe
found that when L2 speakers interacted with the Thai interviewer, they pronounced five of
the six vowels more Thai-like, but more Chinese-like when interacting with a Chinese
interviewer. Beebe claimed that ethnic solidarity caused L2 speakers to phonologically
converge their speech to the ethnic interlocutors. Another remarkable study that provides
support for CAT was conducted by Zuengler (1982). The study consisted of 13 adult native
Spanish and Greek speakers. Subjects were asked two questions by a native English
speaker, one neutral question about learning a second language, and one ethnically
threating question that asked subjects’ opinions on the statement “Spanish and Greek are
not important languages and should not be taught in New York.” Based on the type of
question, Zuengler (1982) analyzed three phonological variables, /r/, /I/, and word final /z/.
She found that nonnative speakers (NNSs) who made a clear ethnic references to their
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ethnic group decreased their English-like speech in which they exhibited psychological
divergence. On the other hand, those who made fewer ethnic references in their objection
were noted to make more standard English-like speech sounds that resembled their
convergence to the Anglo interviewer. Based on this finding, Zuengler (1991) suggested
that L2 speakers can be motivated by psychological convergence and divergence.

SLA studies are not restricted to the variation produced by NNSs. Many authors
have analyzed native speaker (NS) variations that are produced when interacting with
NNSs. The linguistic adjustment or accommodation (namely, “foreigner talk”) that NSs
use when interacting with NNSs was analyzed. This kind of speech accommodation was
first studied by Ferguson (1971, 1975), and since then SLA researchers have analyzed the
characteristics of foreigner talk (FT; Zuengler, 1991). The features of FT are well described
and documented as slower speech rate, careful pronunciation, more questions or tag
questions, and simplified vocabulary (Ferguson, 1971; Snow et al., 1981; Freed, 1981;
Ellis, 1994; Zuengler, 1991). This type of accommodation also involves ungrammatical
modifications that resemble pidgin-like input (Ferguson, 1971; Ellis, 1994). In a summary
of FT studies, Zuengler (1991) claimed that the ungrammaticality of some FT features
became the main focus in SLA literature. In some studies, FT was described as
ungrammatical speech and other studies opposed this claim. Zuengler argued that the lack
of a theory that explains FT variations has restricted FT literature to descriptive works.
Zuengler suggested that CAT will move FT studies to a broader level that explains
questions related to why and when speakers produce FT. Based on this, we expect that NSs
have interactional intention(s) that shape speech. According to CAT, NSs’ linguistic
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variables are due to their intentions (a) to ensure comprehension, (b) to gain social approval
(convergence), or (c) to make a distinction (maintenance or divergence).

Most authors of SLA studies have focused on the first goal: (a) ensuring mutual
comprehensions. Ellis (1985) argued that when NSs perceive that NNSs have a weak
communicative competence, NSs often tend to accommodate their speech, and ensuring
mutual comprehension become the main goal (Snow et al., 1981; Ferguson, 1971). For
example, Snow et al. (1981) studied the notion of FT produced by NSs in two-way
conversation. Their main analysis aimed to describe how Dutch NSs addressed foreigners
and whether they produced a simplified form of language that shows FT characteristics.
They recorded conversations in two offices that regularly dealt with foreign clients in
Amsterdam. The results revealed that Dutch NSs use greater features of FT when they
address non-Dutch speakers. They claimed that NSs’ FT was due to their imitation of
NNSs’ speech, which lacked some linguistic competence. The question that is arise here is
would fluent NNSs receive FT?

Valdman (1976) and Gass and Varonis (1984) argued that even NNSs who exhibit
excellent grammar still receive FT. This claim is aligned with Giles, Taylor, and Bourhis’
(1973) explanation that speakers’ speech shift style is not due to linguistic competence, but
instead to the speakers’ perceptions of the interlocutors’ social identity. They stated that
“It is expected that we should speak in a particular manner to a certain type of person” (p.
178). Ryan et al. (2005) named this kind of communication-based-perception as
“stereotype-driven communication” (p. 125).
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Beebe and Zuengler (1983) argued that CAT should not be restricted to
phonological variation and suggested that CAT could also be implemented on L2
“interactional variation.” They found that Puerto Rican children spoke more in English
interviews if the interviewer spoke a lot, and they spoke less when the interviewer spoke
less. They argued that children converged toward the interviewer’s amount of talk.
Similarly, Lindemann (2000) analyzed the interactional variation of American NSs who
demonstrated positive and negative attitude toward Korean speakers. Lindemann’s work is
remarkable because she examined the influence of language attitude on speakers’
interactions. Despite the fact that her study was not conducted to test CAT, I claim that her
finding is best analyzed within CAT dimensions.

Following Lippi-Green’s (1994) linguistic and psychological dimension,
Lindemann (2000) adopted the model to investigate the relationship between attitude and
communication strategies (or interactional variation). She examined how in-group
members (American NSs) interacted with an out-group (Korean NNSs) based on their
attitude (stereotypes or social categorization). Lindemann’s goal was (a) to examine NSs’
attitudes toward NNSs and (b) how their attitudes impact their communication style. She
first applied the matched guise technique to test their attitudes. Based on the attitude data,
she paired each NNS with two NSs (one with a positive attitude and one with a negative
attitude) in an interaction map task (designed by Anderson et al., 1984). Six Koreans and
12 Americans (i.e., six of the 12 had a positive attitude and the other six a negative attitude
toward Koreans) were involved in the task. Each Korean participant completed the map
task twice, once with an NS with a relatively negative attitude and once with a NS with
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relatively positive attitude. Likewise, each American participant completed the map task
twice, first with a fellow NS and then with an NNS. Lindemann found that the NS
participants used two communication strategies—avoidance (insufficient feedback) and
problematizing strategies—that then were compared to their perceptions of the
communication (map task interaction). Interestingly, she found that NSs with negative
attitudes always rated their communication as unsuccessful, even though some of them
were able to successfully complete the task; by contrast, NSs with positive attitudes always
rated their interactions as successful. She also provided evidence that avoidance strategy
was used only by NS participants with negative attitudes and it consistently led them to
unsuccessful communication. Based on CAT, their avoidance exhibited their divergence
from the NNSs. In this study, Lindemann proposed a model that predicts the interaction
outcomes by looking at the attitudes and the interactional strategies.

Although, Lindemann’s model gave attention on the role of negotiation (or
interaction) in speech perception, she only examined the perception of the NSs (Figure
2.3). Because I agree with Lindemann’s argument that the success of interaction is the
responsibility of both the speaker and the hearer, I claim that it is essential to examine the
perceptions of the NNSs in order to provide a broader perspective of successful (or
unsuccessful) communication.
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Figure 2.3: Proposed model of the relationship between participant attitudes and
interactional strategies and outcomes (Lindemann, 2000).

2.2 Literature Limitations
Throughout the intergroup communication studied in the NS–NNS context, there
is a limited consideration of the NNSs’ perceptions towards the NSs’ interactional
variations. Based on relevant intergenerational and abled–disabled contexts, the perception
of the modified interaction perceived by the marginalized group (e.g., elderly or disabled)
has a great impact on overall communication. For example, Ryan et al. (2005) examined
stereotype-based communication in a group of abled and disabled individuals. They found
that negative perceptions of disabled persons affected the overall communication. Disabled
persons may perceive the modified communication (verbal and nonverbal) as negative
behavior that reflects negative stereotypes such as incompetence, dependence,
unproductiveness, and illness. Based on their negative perceptions, some chose not to resist
modified speech (passive reaction), some reacted aggressively (including angry language)
in order to define themselves, and some chose to be assertive (including expressions
associated with confidence and relaxed facial expressions). Also, in relevant research on
the intergeneralization between old and young adults, accommodative interaction
performed by young adults may be perceived negatively and eventually lead to lower selfesteem and demotivate recipients to carry on a conversation (Barker et al., 2004; Hummert
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et al., 2004). This emphasizes the argument that modified communication (not normative
communication style) could be perceived negatively and consequently affect overall
communication

Aligned with these findings, I claim that NS–NNS intergroup communication will
show similar findings. Based on CAT and SCT, and regardless of the NSs’ speech goals
(convergence, divergence, or maintenance), NNSs may perceive the modified interactional
and phonological variations as labelling them foreigners or incompetent language learners.
Based on this negative perception, it is expected that this social distance perception by
NNSs would affect their interactions. NNSs may decide to converge by increasing their L2
native-like speech, being assertive, and managing turn taking. In contrast, they may decide
to diverge by decreasing their L2 native-like speech and interrupting (overlap speech), or
they may become demotivated to carry on the conversation and choose not to resist the
speech (passive reaction). In this study, I have applied social psychology and cognitive
approaches (i.e., CAT and SCT) to uncover NSs’ interactional variations and their impact
on NNSs.
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Chapter 3: The Current Study

3.1 Overview:
This study was motivated in part by speech perception studies as well as the social
psychological work on intergroup communication. As I strongly agree that intergroup
communication is a theory-driven field (Gallois, 2012), In this paper, I aim to revisit
Lindemann’s (2000) study within CAT and SCT parameters that I believe provide a
broader and more inclusive model of attitudes and intergroup interactional variations and
their effect on both speakers and hearers.

On the basis of the previous studies, the purpose of this study is to analyze
perceptions in an authentic communication context that allows both NNSs and NSs to use
different interactional variations.

3.2 Targeted Non-Native Population:
To understand the relationship between the individuals’ attitude and their
interactional and phonological variations, it was important to choose an out-group
community that would be rated by some in-group members negatively. Therefore, I chose
Americans as the one who represents the majority population and Arabs who represents
the out-group members. The reason I chose Arab community is because they have been
receiving negative stereotype, especially after 9/11, as extremist and terrorists.

Since media is undeniably a powerful tool that shapes individuals’ racial, cultural
and linguistic perspective, I argue that the most important factor that stimulate this negative
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stereotype against Arabs (or Muslims) is American media. It has been argued that
American media created a monolithic image of Middle East community as violent and
oppressive (Wilkins, 2008; Alsultany, 2013 and Makki, 2017).

Even though there have been some public discussions (through different venues)
to help educate mainstream Americans about Arab culture, media seems to have powerful
influence that have imposed negative picture of Middle Eastern communities (Wilkins,
2008). Kamalipour (2000) analyzed 50 movies that were displayed between 1974 to 1998
in which they presented Arabs or Arabic speakers as villains how committed crimes against
Americans. He stated that these movies drew a picture that terrorism is a Middle East
problem in which Americans are its victims. He also conducted a survey that aims to
measure Americans high school perceptions of Arabs. The attitude survey found that
Americans high school expressed negative attitude towards Arab community. He described
their perception as “overwhelmingly negative” (p. 58). Alsultany (2013) stated that post9/11, media promoted the perspective that Arab and Muslim identities are a “security
threat” (p.163) in which it creates sense of hostility and lack of sympathy towards them.
This may explain the recent increased hate crimes, airlines discriminations and mosques
attacks.

Lippi-Green (1997) states that children are affected by how media form prejudice
and privilege. She argued that children assign social values on the basis of language
variations and linked these variations to race, ethnicity and nationality. For example,
children learn that people from different lands who speak and look in certain ways are
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characterized as good or bad. In other words, children build an exemplar model that
associates specific linguistic features with specific social group. For example, Precker
(1993) argues that Disney movie –Alladin- promotes racism. He stated that:
[They] particularly objected to the fact that the good guys – Aladdin,
Princess Jasmine and her father – talk like Americans, while all the
other Arab characters have heavy accents. This pounds home the
message that people with a foreign accent are bad.
(Precker 1993)

This picture of Arab community promoted the perception of Arabs as the “others”.
This creates an anti-Arab, anti-Middle-East or anti-Muslim feelings that makes some to
deny their rights as citizens, foreign students and scholars or immigrants.

In this study, then, to understand the intergroup communications between American
native speakers and Arab non-native speakers of English, this study adopts quantitative and
qualitative methods. First, the quantitative method aims to elicit American native speakers’
attitude toward Arab speakers and. On the other hand, the qualitative method is applied to
analyze the phonological and interactional variations used by NSs and NNSs through CAT
and SCT dimensions.

3.3 Research Questions:
To address the potential relationship between attitude and interactional variation,
the current study aims to answer the following questions:
Question 1 (NSs’ attitudes):
-   How would Americans evaluate Arabs in status, solidarity, and language traits?
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Questions 2 and 3 (NSs’ attitudes and interactional variations):
-   What types of interactional variations will NSs with positive attitudes use?
-   What types of interactional variations will NSs with negative attitudes use?
Question 4 (interactional variations performed by NNSs):
-   How do NNSs’ interactions shift based on NSs’ interactions?
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Chapter 4: Methodology

4.1 Overview:
This study aims to apply social and psychological approaches in analyzing
linguistic variations in the NS–NNS context. Most importantly, the current study aims to
consider the following: (a) The attitudes of NSs (American speakers) toward a specific
NNS ethnic group (Arab speakers). (b) The influence of NSs’ attitudes on their
communication strategies when interacting with NNSs (the analysis will be within CAT
and SCT dimensions). (c) The perception of NNSs toward the communication strategies
used by NSs.

To analyze perceptions and their effect on NSs’ communication, I adopt a
quantitative method that aims to measure attitude and a qualitative method that aims to
analyze linguistic behavior within CAT and SCT dimensions.

Examining Attitude (Quantitative Method):
Socio-cognitive and a social psychology methods are used to test NSs’ attitudes by
applying linguistic priming (socio-cognitive method) and the matched-guise technique
(MGT; social psychology method). First, NSs’ were asked to listen to a recorded speech
spoken by an Arab NNS of English. As claimed by William James (1890), acting is for
doing; the goal of priming the data is to make the speaker’s ethnic background salient,
which influences NNSs’ social judgment (Oyserman & Lee, 2008).
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More importantly, because it is essential to use an indirect attitude measure, I
adopted the MGT, which was used in Lindemann’s (2000) study (and which originally
emerged from the social psychology work of Lambert et al., 1960). Lambert et al. (1960)
proposed that interlocutors’ judge ethnicity based on speech signals. They argued that
interlocutors’ social judgments of speech can be used as indicators to their attitudes toward
speakers’ ethnic backgrounds (in this case, Arab). Therefore, MGT was applied by asking
NSs to listen to a recorded speech and having them make a social judgment. The outcome
of their social judgment was used as a signal of their attitude.

Analyzing the Influence of Attitude on Cooperative Interaction (Qualitative Method):
As mentioned above, MGT was designed to explain interlocutors’ social and
cognitive psychology through their personal judgment of speech, which gives priority to
attitude over communicative behavior. Therefore, it was necessary to examine the
influence of attitude on their communication by adopting Anderson et al.’s (1991) map
task. The task is designed to allow both speakers to use different verbal interactional
variations. The aim of this task is to examine the influence of different attitudes (positive
vs. negative) on interactional variations.

4.2 Task Materials:
To measure NSs’ attitudes, I adopt Lindemann’s (2000) MGT. NSs participants
were asked to listen to a short answering-machine message from a doctor’s office produced
by a NNS. They were informed explicitly that the speaker is an Arab NNS of English. After
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listening to the recorded speech, the NSs were asked to evaluate the speaker by making
social judgments on a five-point scale from very to not at all (see Appendix A).
You have reached the office of Dr. Lee and Dr. Jacobs. Our office is
closed at this time. If you have a medical emergency, please hang up
and dial 911 or your local emergency number. If you need to talk to
the on-call physician, call 555-1212. Again, the number for the oncall physician is 555-1212. Our normal business hours are Monday
through Friday, from 8 AM until 5 PM. If you’d like to leave a
message, we will return your call as soon as possible. Thank you.
(Lindemann, 2000)
This study also adopted Lindemann’s (2000) interaction task procedure. The maps
were taken from the Human Communication Research Centre’s dialogue database, which
was designed to answer a wide range of linguistic questions. The interaction map task was
designed to be completed by two individuals; an instruction giver who has the route marked
on his/her map and an instruction follower who has no route on his/her map. In order to
elicit different interactional strategies, the maps were designed to be challenging. For
example, the maps were not identical because some landmarks were not presented in one
of the maps. Participants were informed about this and were encouraged to seek different
interactional ways to get to the finish line (see Appendix B).

One modification was made to the landmarks’ labels. The names of some
landmarks were changed to names that consist of initial consonant clusters (CCs). Arabic
syllable structure prohibits an initial CC (i.e., *CCV) and therefore, Arab NNSs of English
often apply phonological repair to the English CC (AlMahmoud, 2011) by applying
prosthesis (C1C2 à V C1C2) and anaptyxis (C1C2àC1vC2) phonological modifications
(Gouskova, 2001). Therefore, the goal of this modification was to make the speech more
accented in order to observe whether this phonological modification produced by NNSs
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would motive NSs to provide any accommodated speech.

4.3 Participants and Procedure:
4.3.1 Attitude task:
Following Lindemann’s procedure, a MGT was designed to measure NSs’ attitudes
(see Appendix A). One hundred and twenty NSs completed the task. They were mostly
recruited from introductory linguistic classes, and they were given extra class credit for
their time and effort.

NSs were informed that they would listen to an answering-machine message spoken
by an Arab NNS. They were informed that the aim was to analyze people’s first
impressions when listening to someone over the radio or telephone (Lindemann, 2000).
Because the gender of the speaker can influence a listener’s attitude (Lambert 1967;
Lindemann 2000), there were two recordings; one spoken by a female NNS and one by a
male NNS. Each NS listened and evaluated the same-sex NNS speech. All qualities were
rated on a five-point scale from very to not at all.

The MGT consisted of (a) status-related qualities (intelligence, success, ambition,
laziness, uneducated, and incompetent); (b) solidarity-related qualities (friendly, likable,
helpful, unkind, insincere, and aloof); (c) language-focused qualities (appropriate to hire
to do message, speaks poorly, and nice to listen to).
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4.3.2 Interaction task:
A subset of those NSs who completed the attitude task were divided into two
groups; one group consisted of those who demonstrated relatively positive attitudes and
one consisted of those who demonstrated relatively negative attitudes. Nine NSs
participated in the map task and each one was paired with a same-sex NNS.

All participants were students at the University of Kentucky. NNSs had completed
intensive English programs (English as a second language) before their admission to the
University of Kentucky programs. Therefore, they were considered advanced speakers of
English with extensive exposure to oral and written English but with noticeable foreign
accents. It is also important to mention that the NNS who recorded the answering machine
message also participated in the interaction task. All participants in this task were given a
$5 Starbucks gift card for their time and effort.

To avoid any biases, American research assistants monitored and explained the task
to the participants. In this task, NNS was the instruction giver who had a map with a route
marked on it while an NS was the instruction follower who was requiring to follow the
directions by drawing the route from the start point till the target place. Both participants
were seated at a table where they could see each other but they were not able to see each
other’s map. They were given the following instructions:
1.   Similar maps were presented and explained to them. They were informed that the
maps were not identical and they should figure out ways to reach the target place.
The aim of the mismatch was to increase communicative difficulty during the task.
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2.   They were encouraged to ask each other questions as needed.
3.   They were informed that they could not use hand gestures.
4.   They were informed that they could take their time working on the map and they
could quit the task at any time.

After explaining the task, the participants were given time to look at their own maps
and ask questions. Some NNSs asked the researcher (and in one case asked the NS partner)
to pronounce some of the landmarks. When the participants were ready to start the task,
the researcher left the room and monitored the task from outside. All conversations were
recorded by a Zoom H4n Pro audio recorder.
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion

5.1 Attitude Analysis
In the attitude task, 120 NSs (93 females and 27 males) completed the MGT by
listening to and evaluating an NNS of the same sex1. Following Lindemann’s (2000)
method, the MGT evaluated three categories: (1) six status-related qualities (i.e.,
intelligent, lazy, successful, uneducated, ambitious, and incompetent), (2) six solidarityrelated qualities (i.e., unkind, insincere, friendly, likable, aloof, and helpful), and (3) three
language-focused related qualities (i.e., nice to listen to, speaks poorly, and appropriate to
hire to do a message). Each quality was rated on a 5-point scale (1 = very, 5 = not at all).
Of the 120 participants2, 88 NSs rated the NNSs positively, and 32 NSs rated them
negatively (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Positive and negative attitudes of native speakers toward non-native speakers’
speech.

Overall Results for Attitude
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For more information regarding random behavior, see chapter 7
For more details regarding attitude calculation, see chapter 7.
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5.1.1 Positive Ratings in the Trait Categories of Language, Status, and Solidarity
Column 1 of Table 5.1 shows the evaluation of the three traits by NSs who
demonstrate a relatively positive attitude. Out of 120 NSs, 85 rated the NNSs positively in
status-focused traits, 86 in the solidarity-focused traits, and 75 in the language-focused
traits.

Table 5.1: Results of Relatively Positive and Negative Ratings for Status, Solidarity, and
Language.
Relatively
Ratings
85 (71%)
86 (71%)
75 (62%)

Status
Solidarity
Language

Positive Relatively
Ratings
35 (29%)
36 (29%)
45 (38%)

Negative

The average scores for status (1.13), solidarity (1.88), and language (2.04) are
positively correlated. Higher scores referred to the negative end of the continuum (i.e., not
at all), whereas lower scores referred to the positive end (i.e., very). The results reveal a
correlation among ratings of the three categories—meaning that status, solidarity, and
language were all rated positively (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Average scores of native speakers (NSs) who positively evaluated the
categories of status, solidarity, and language.

NSs with Positive Attitudes
Language

2.04

Solidarity

1.88

Status
1.75

2.13
1.8

1.85

1.9

1.95
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2

2.05

2.1

2.15

5.1.2 Negative Ratings in the Trait Categories of Language, Status, and Solidarity
Column 2 of Table 1 refers to NS participants who showed relatively negative
attitudes toward the speech of NSSs. NS participants with relatively negative attitudes rated
language-focused traits more negatively (-0.73) than status-focused (-0.41) and solidarityfocused (-0.32) traits (Figure 5.3). Their evaluations also showed a negative correlation
between the three categories.

Figure 5.3: Average scores of native speakers (NSs) who negatively evaluated the
categories of status, solidarity, and language.

NS with Negative Attitudes
0
Status
-‐0.2

Solidarity
-‐0.32

Language

-‐0.41
-‐0.4
-‐0.6

-‐0.73

-‐0.8

Because the language traits were negatively rated more than the other categories
were, Table 5.2 shows the average score of each language-focused attribute. As shown, the
qualities “nice to listen to” and “appropriate to hire to do a message” received negative
scores (i.e., higher scores referred to the negative end of the continuum), although the
average score shows that NS participants felt that the NNSs did not “speak poorly.”
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Table 5.2: Average Scores of Language-Focused Qualities Rated by Native Participants
with Relatively Negative Attitudes.
Language-focused qualities

Average ratings

Nice to listen to

3.47

Speaks poorly

2.6

Appropriate to hire to do a message

3.2

As mentioned previously, the participants were informed that the recorded message
was spoken by an Arab non-native speaker of English in order to make the social identity
of the speaker a salient cue to activate the interlocutors’ self-categorization and group
prototypes. The fundamental argument of the self-categorization theory (SCT) is that
individuals conceptualize different social groups based on the group to which they belong
(Turner, 1985). That argument implies that individuals who identify themselves in terms
of group membership form prototypes and normative perspectives that most likely
dissociate them from the salient out-group (Sachdev & Bourhis, 2005). Based on that
argument, in-group favoritism could be a factor that affects NSs’ evaluation of their status,
solidarity, and language-focused traits of NSSs.

I used the results of the matched-guise procedure to organize participants in two
groups: those with relatively positive attitudes and those with relatively negative attitude.
The purpose of his study is to analyze only those with relatively positive and negative
attitudes.
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Participants with relatively positive attitudes on average rated NNSs’ speech as
highly positive in terms of status- and solidarity-focused traits. Their acceptance of NNSs’
ethnic background arguably promoted their evaluation of language traits, which
corroborates Sumner et al.’s (2014) claim that the more that listeners socially accept a
variant, the more able they are to comprehend the acoustic signals. Their argument also
supports the SCT in which individuals’ evaluation of the “other” is based on their selfidentity and social categorization of the out-group members.

By contrast, NS participants who demonstrated relatively negative attitudes rated
the NNSs’ negatively in terms of status- and solidarity-focused traits, which affected their
evaluation of the language-focused traits as well. Those individuals arguably view
themselves based upon the idea that what they believe is not what individuals in the other
group believe. Language attitude research has shown that individuals tend to evaluate ingroup speakers more positively than out-group speakers (Giles & Rayn, 1982; Lindemann,
2000; Sachdev & Bourhis, 2005), in which their stereotypical self-perception prompt them
to demonstrate discriminatory behavior. That finding informs results that NS participants
with relatively negative attitudes (who rated NNSs negatively in all social and linguistic
aspects) expressed prejudice by rejecting “others.” Their cognitive process of their social
categorization and identity influenced their evaluation of that particular group (Arab
speakers) in which it controlled their feelings, thoughts and behavior (Hogg & Tindale,
2005).
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In the next section, I examine how their self-categorization influenced their collaborative
interactions with NNSs.

5.2 Map Interaction Analysis: “the self does not create identities alone; instead, they
are co-created through communication with others” (Abrams et al., 2002, p. 226)

In Lindemann’s (2000) map task analysis, she noted that NSs used two interactional
strategies: avoidance and problematizing. She described the avoidance strategy as failing
to provide sufficient feedback to NNSs, whereas the problematizing strategy includes nonacknowledgment of the speaker’s information and repetition followed by a question. The
crucial part in Lindemann’s study is her argument that both avoidance and problematizing
strategies are the result of NSs’ perceptions that NNSs are not “competent communicators.”
In a different context, Ryan et al. (2005) analyzed avoidance and over-helping strategies in
an abled–disabled communication setting from the SCT perspective. They explained that
these communication strategies are due to individuals’ social categorizations and
stereotypes that disabled persons are incompetent and dependent. Most importantly, they
argued that these negative categorizations are perceived by disabled persons and cause
them to feel low self-esteem and discomfort.

The prime focus of this task is to elicit interactional variations in a natural setting.
The priority is to analyze how NSs and NNSs seek different interactional variations in order
to maintain and establish mutual understanding. How are their identities, social
categorizations, and emotions encoded in their communication? And how do their attitude
evaluations align with their comprehension and interactional variations?
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In this task, nine NSs who participated in the attitude task were paired with samesex NNSs. Table 5.3 shows the overall attitude evaluation by NSs in their MGT task; five
of the NSs had relatively positive attitudes and four had relatively negative attitudes. NSs
did not know that their social attitudes were being measured. Instead, both NSs and NNSs
were informed that this task was a follow-up experiment that aims to analyze different
interactional strategies.

Table 5.3: NSs’ evaluations and their NNS partners’ evaluations in the attitude task. Note.
NSs = native speakers; NNSs = nonnative speakers; F = female; M = male
NSs

Gender

Overall
attitude

Overall
Average

NNS map task
partner

1

Alex

Female

Positive

2.95

Amal

2

Mea

Female

Positive

2.86

Mona

3

John

Male

Positive

2.05

Ali

4

Vanessa

Female

Positive

0.88

Lamees

5

Mark

Male

Positive

0.86

Amir

6

Anna

Female

Negative

0

Ghala

7

Eric

Male

Negative

-0.25

Riyadh

8

Aaron

Male

Negative

-0.25

Mohammed

9

Rose

Female

Negative

-0.79

Joud

#

For consistency and ease of following the analysis, the NS interaction variation is
divided into two observed variations: (a) problematizing and (b) moment-to-moment
collaboration. In each interaction variation, there is a discussion of how NNSs reacted to
NSs’ interactional variation in which they converge by arranging turn taking or diverge by
expressing their inability in completing the task. The discussion also includes short
transcribed excerpts. The transcriptions follow the Jefferson system of transcription
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notation (1984) (see Appendix C). Because participants varied in their skill of giving
directions, the success of the map task does not depend on copying the NNS’s map; instead,
map success assessment is measured by how NSs followed the given instructions (even
inaccurate directions).

5.2.1 Problematizing Strategy
One of the observed uncooperative interaction strategies is called problematizing.
In this strategy, two interaction variations are involved: (a) limited collaboration and (b)
argumentative contribution.

Limited collaboration is when participants express few signals that show that they
are following the directions. For example, they provide few acknowledgment tokens, few
repetitions, and few questions. The listeners’ decision not to cooperate would predict that
they reject their communicative burden, placing the responsibility for the interaction’s
success on the speaker (lippi-Green,1974). This kind of interaction is likely to involve few
turns instead of cooperative turn taking.

In this task, limited collaboration was observed when NSs’ contributions were
limited. Their silence affected the NNSs’ speech, in which they (i.e., the instruction givers)
paused long enough for the interlocutors (i.e., the instruction followers) to react to such
acoustic information. Consequently, the NNSs’ speech was found to exhibit frequent and
long pauses (Figure 5.4). Out of the nine NSs, only two participants showed limited
collaboration behavior.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of how gaps, overlaps (OVERLAPB), pauses, and within-speaker
overlaps (OVERLAPW) are defined and classified in the interaction model. The
illustration shows all three steps from the perspectives of both Speaker 1 (SP1) and Speaker
2 (SP2) (Heldner and Edlund, 2010).

Eric and Riyadh

In the MGT task, Eric showed a relatively negative attitude (overall score -0.25).
During the map task, Eric exhibited very brief speech with Riyadh. In the initial part of
their interaction (Excerpt 1), Eric provided a few acknowledgment tokens, as shown in
turns 12 and 15, and one question in turn 20. Despite the frequent pauses in Riyadh’s speech
Eric neither asked questions nor provided acknowledgement unless Riyadh asked him for
feedback (turn 35).

(Excerpt 1)
8 Riyadh:
9
10 Eric:
11 Riyadh:
12 Eric:
13
14 Riyadh:
15 Eric:
16 Riyadh:

so (.01) do you have start point?
(.4)
yeah, yeah, above Price Falls. yup.
okay. ⌈so::⌉
⌊yup⌋
(.6)
start moving to the left.
alright.
and at the edge of the Price Falls you go down.
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17
18
19
20 Eric
21 Riyadh:
22
23
24
25 Eric:

(.02)
and:: at the bottom of Price Falls you move all the way to the left.
(.7)
to the vey end of the paper?
yea::h. and about one centimeter from the edge of the line. of that line.
(.01)
yeah: then you move UP (.8) ah (.02) all the way to St::rait's Bridge?
do you have Strait's Bridge. bridge?
yeah. ⌈I think I have⌉.

26 Riyadh
27
28
34
35 Eric

(.02)
⌊yeah⌋. so after the Strait's Bridge you move dow::n.
(.02)
do you have Poisoned stream?
no i do not.

It seems then that Riyadh tried to ensure mutual understanding by arranging turn
taking. He started to ask Eric questions about the landmarks on the maps. Eric continued
to stay silent and only provide feedback if he was asked to do so (Excerpt 2).

(Excerpt 2)
39 Riyadh:

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Eric:
Riyadh:

Eric:
Riyadh:

Eric:
Riyadh:

yeah. then you move:: (.01) all the way to the edge of the abandoned
truck.(.01)
do you have the ba. baboons?
huh uh
okay:: you move about three centimeters (.02) below the abandoned
truck. (.01) then three centimeters to the left (.01) and then:
all the way up (.02) do you have the mo. the. White mountain?
aha
yeah. you will start moving up. like having a slow going to the left
side f the White mountain.
yeah. then: do you have the (.3) pyramid? (.8)
the ⌈pyramid⌉? at the very top?
⌊yeah⌋ okay. so::
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Mark and Amer
Mark demonstrated a positive attitude in the MGT task. During the interaction with
his partner, Amer, he expressed less acknowledgment tokens (Excerpt 3). In turn 28, it
seems that Amer anticipated that Mark was not following the directions, even though he
was acknowledging the provided information, and asked him about his location.
Excerpt 3:
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Amer:
Mark:
Amer:

Mark:
Amer:
Mark:
Amer:

then you go down:: (.01) like (.01) parallel to the Price Falls’
word.
okay.
and then you draw a line (.01) up to: (.5) the left (.9) like I'd
say one inch before the line of the page (.07) and then you go up
(.02) ah: (.01) up to (0.1) the (.01) like you go up ah. you see the
Strait's Bridge?
yeah.
ah (.03) you. So where are you right now? (.01)
at the up and you want me to go up to the Strait's Bridge? Right?
(.01)
okay.

Mark only missed the opportunity to ask for more clarification about the missing
landmark “poisoned stream,” in which he drew the wrong route but then continued to
follow the directions. However, they completed the task successfully in 6 minutes and 27
seconds. After the map task, Mark rated Amer’s accent as “noticeable” and “easy” to
understand.

In this strategy, Eric’s negative attitude aligned with his communication, in which
he avoided working with his partner cooperatively. On the other hand, Mark’s positive
attitude did not correlate with his uncooperative behavior. They both seemed to maintain
distinct social identities by limiting their contribution in the interaction. On the other hand,
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a speech style shift was observed in Riyadh’s and Amer’s interactions. In the beginning,
there were noticeable frequent pauses due to the limited contribution of their partners. They
then continued the task by showing their competent skills and started to arrange turn taking
by asking more questions rather than just providing directions. Despite the limited observed
tokens that Eric and Mark provided, they successfully completed the task in 4:05 minutes.
After the map task, Eric rated Riyadh’s accent as “noticeable” and “easy” to understand.

The other problematizing strategy is called argumentative contribution. In a map
task model, it is expected that there should be turn taking, in which the instruction giver
gives directions and the map follower contributes by asking questions, acknowledging the
information, and volunteering information. Some meaningful overlaps as well as pauses
are also expected. On the other hand, a contribution could also cause an “argument” instead
of causing mutual understanding. In this strategy, interlocutors express their irritation and
discomfort through sharp, rising intonations, as well as competing for the floor.

In both strategies, the NS is shown to diverge from the NNS by engaging less in
the interaction or causing an argument in which the speaker is perceived as an out-group
member who is not competent, cannot understand “us” well, and is not suitable for giving
directions. The next interaction is an example of the argumentative contribution.

Rose and Joud
Rose demonstrated a relatively negative attitude with an overall score of -0.79. In
the MGT language traits, she rated the NNS negatively as not “nice to listen to” and “speaks
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poorly.” Her negative attitude aligned with her interaction variation. In the beginning of
their interaction, Rose initiated the conversation, as seen in turn 6. She then expressed her
understanding of Joud’s instructions by repeating the instructions with falling intonations.
(Excerpt 4)
6 Rose:
7 Joud:
8 Rose:
9 Joud:
10 Rose:
11 Joud :
12 Rose:
13 Joud:
14 Rose:
15 Joud:
16 Rose:
17 Joud :
18 Rose:
19
20
21 Joud:
22 Rose:

alright(.01) so at my start
okay. so::(.01)
((laughter))
do you know where the start is?
yes. i see my start ⌈above Price Falls ⌉
⌊okay. you go, okay⌋ to the left a little bet.
okay.
and then go down.
go down.
and then you go strai::ght.
straight.
and then you ah(.04)
so i am going dow::n. am i going towards the banana tree?
(.02)
⌈on the bottom left↑⌉
°what banana tree?°
do you not have that?

Rose and Joud seemed to face difficulty in communication due to the missing
landmarks, which caused frequent overlaps (turn 33-37). This interaction seems different
than the other because the instruction follower, Rose, competed for the floor.

(Excerpt 5)
27 Joud:
28 Rose:
29 Joud :
30 Rose:
31 Joud
32
33 Rose:
34
35 Joud:
36 Rose:

do you see the (.2) poisoned stream?
the poisoned stream is like at the tope right for me.
°okay. wait°.
do you have the abundant truck or the Spring mountain?
oh, no. you don't go that far.
(.03)
I feel like our maps are totally different. okay⇗ so i went left, I
⌈went dow:n⌉
⌊and then you go up⌋
⌊i went up towards the Strait’s bridge⌋
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37 Joud:
38
39 Rose:
40 Joud:

⌊it's like, it's like⌋. you returning to the right↓(.01) until you
get to the Strait's bridge↓(.2) just STOP there. (.8)
okay⇗
okay⇗ and then go under the poisoned stream. (.03)

In turn 52, Rose responded to Joud’s question with a sharp rising intonation
followed by a question. The pauses showed that Joud was confused and tried to hold the
floor by asking Rose to “wait” (turn 54); however, Rose continued her explanation. In turn
60, there was a shift in Joud’s interaction, in which she responded with rising intonation.
At the end of the task, Rose asked Joud to go over and review the map directions, which
shows that she did not feel that she had received the directions correctly.
(Excerpt 6)
49 Rose:
50
51 Joud:
52 Rose:
53
54 Joud:
55 Rose:
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Joud:
Rose:
Joud:
Rose:
Joud:

63
64 Rose:
65 Joud:
66
67 Rose:

so i am on the left of the pyramid⇗ and the pyramid is on my right.
(.02)
did you go around it? (.01) you have to go around ⌈it⌉.
⌊◉I KNOW◉⌋. i did go around it and i was saying so. am i’m going
around
to the right side of the pyramid?
°wait° (.3)
okay. Okay⇗ so you know how the map? there is the right side and
the left side. right?
yeah.
if the pyramid in the middle?(.02) am i going to the right side of the
page?
oh. LEFT. (.4) so, so the pyramid is below, okay. the line, the
route. you’re above the . below the pyramid. sorry.
okay⇗
and then you are goanna just go around. do you ⌈see the cobble
street
street⌉?
⌊so i had it⌋ right the first time.
yeah. sorry about that.
(.02)
do you see cobbled street?
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During the interaction, it was observed that Rose started collaboratively in the
initial part of the task. She repeated Joud’s instructions and followed them successfully.
They started to face difficulty in communication, in which Rose seemed irritated, speaking
with sharp intonation and tapping her pen on the clipboard while explaining. She also
showed her discomfort with the given directions. On the other hand, Joud, in the middle of
the interaction, expressed her confusion. It was also observed that Joud’s interaction shifted
at the end when she also expressed a rising intonation at some points, as well as
assertiveness in her voice (calm tone) and competence while reviewing the routes at the
end. They completed the task successfully in 12:27 minutes. After the task, Rose rated
Joud’s accent as “somewhat noticeable” and “easy” to understand.

5.2.2 Moment-to-Moment Collaboration
The extreme opposite of the previous strategy is moment-to-moment collaboration,
which was observed in seven participants. NSs showed their collaboration during the map
task by providing acknowledgment tokens (e.g., alright, yeah, okay), volunteering
information (e.g., information about the missing landmarks, location description, distance
measurements), repetition with falling intonation, and asking questions or requesting
clarifications. This strategy is described as cooperative strategy and arranged turn taking.
In contrast to the previous strategy, this interaction variation does not seem to align with
the NSs’ MGT attitudes.
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Aaron and Mohammed
Aaron demonstrated a relatively negative attitude with an overall score of -0.25 in
the MGT task. In this task, Aaron worked with his NNS partner, who I call Mohammed.
Interestingly, Mohammed is the same speaker who recorded the answering machine
message, for which Aaron rated him negatively in terms of being “nice to listen to” (4) and
“appropriate to hire to do message” (4). Aaron was not informed that his map partner was
the same one he had evaluated.

During the interaction, Aaron showed his acceptance of his partner’s instruction by
providing acknowledgment tokens (turns 11, 17, 20, and 25) and volunteering information
(turns 14 and 22). Their interaction showed more arranged turn taking, in which
Mohammed gave the directions and Aaron acknowledged the information (Excerpt 7).
(Excerpt 7)
7 Mohammed:
8 Aaron:
9 Mohammed:
10
11 Aaron:
12 Mohammed
13

14 Aaron
15 Mohammed
16
17
18
19
20
21

Aaron
Mohammed
Aaron
Mohammed

22 Aaron

first, hi. how are you?
how're you doing?
good::
yeah. we will start from the Price ⌈Fall⌉.
⌊okay⌋
Falls. from the bottom of the page (.01)
then we will ah: (.9) go left (.01) like taking around. and going to
st: Strait’s Bridge (.01) and then from the Strait's bridge (.6) going
below the (.6) poisoned stream.
hm: i don't have the stream.
yeah. just go from the Strait’s bridge (.4) go a little bet
down (.01) then from the old temple, temple. you have the old
temple?
yeah.
go from the right of old temple, ah:: going straight above to the
north like (.01) then (.5) ah: go to the aban (.3) abandoned truck?
okay.
And from that abandoned truck go to the babo (.01) baboon.
baboons?
I don’t have baboons.
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23 Mohammed
24
25 Aaron

okay. from the abundant truck. like (.01). from bellow it (.6) go
LEFT and then (.5) little bet down.
okay

In some turns, Mohammed seemed to face some difficulty in pronouncing some of
the words, such as “Strait’s,” “abandoned,” “baboons,” and “pyramid.” In these cases,
Aaron did not provide any correction; instead, he continued providing acknowledgment
tokens. Aaron’s interaction variation was consistent during the task, and there was no
observed shift in his speech style. Mohammed also showed consistency during the
interaction, and there was no observed accommodation speech or style shift. They both
successfully completed the task in 2:13 minutes. After completing the task, Aaron rated
Mohammed’s accent as “very noticeable” and “easy to understand.” It is interesting that
his evaluation of “easy to understand” contradicts his evaluation in the MGT task of not
“nice to listen to” and not “appropriate to hire to do a message.”

Mea and Mona

The second NS who showed cooperative behavior is Mea. She demonstrated a
positive attitude with an overall average of 2.86. She worked with Mona, who recorded the
answering machine message in the MGT task. Similarly to Aaron, Mea was not informed
that she was working with the same speaker that she had previously evaluated.

During their interaction, Mona used consistent mispronunciation. She referred to
“straight,” “street,” and “Strait’s” as /sitriːt/. Despite this mispronunciation, Mea was able
to follow the instructions without asking for repetition and without providing corrections.
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The one time that she corrected Mona was in turn 44 (with falling intonation), when Mona
seemed to need assistance. Mona accepted the correction by repeating the word correctly
in turn 45.

Excerpt 8:
8 Mona:
okay, let us start with the start point.
9 Mea:
aha.
10 Mona:
a: (.4) um. do you see the. Price Falls?
11 Mea:
yes.
12 Mona:
okay: let it be in your left side (.4) and go straight /sitriːt/, for second
13
minute. ah. and. then: turn left. (.9) and. go down straight /sitriːt/.
14 Mea:
aha
15 Mona:
ah:: then: turn. turn left. and go ahead straight /sitriːts/. until you
16
finish the paper (h)
17 Mea:
⌈ri(h)ght⌉.
18 Mona:
⌊and⌋ then turn right. and go up straight /sitriːts/.
19 Mea:
okay.
……………………………..
27 Mona:
go up straight(.01)
28 Mea:
okay
29 Mona:
and then(.02) ah: (.03) do you see the Strait's Bridge?
30 Mea:
aha
31 Mona:
okay: cross it. and ah:
32
until you see the. Poisoned Stream. do you see it or?
33 Mea:
yeah(.9)
34 Mona:
okay, so let .it. in. let. it. be in your ah. right. ah your left
35
side
36 Mea:
okay
37 Mona:
and go straight a⌈h:: ⌉
38 Mea:
⌊wait⌋ ⇗ do you have the Old Temple in yours?
39 Mona:
what is it? YES. when you see the Old Temple. let it be in your right
40
⌈side⌉
41 Mea:
okay
42 Mona:
and go ahead straight.
43 Mea:
aha
……………………………..
43 Mona:
44 Mea:
45 Mona:

turn right. until you see ah: by.merd. br. or pyr.mid? or permid
oh. the permed.
yes, permed, yes.
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They successfully completed the map task in 4:00 minutes. Both participants
showed consistent speech style during the interaction. Mea only had one wrong step, which
was due to Mona’s lack of measurement accuracy. After completing the map task, Mea
rated Mona’s accent as “noticeable” and “easy to understand.

Anna and Ghala
Anna demonstrated a relatively negative attitude in the first task. Anna completed the task
successfully based on Ghala’s instructions. During their interaction, she showed her
collaboration by providing acknowledgment tokens with falling intonations (turns 9, 15,
24, and 34) as well as repeating the instruction to ensure mutual understanding (Excerpt
9).

(Excerpt 9)
8 Ghala:
9 Anna:
10 Ghala:
11
12
13 Anna:
14 Ghala:
15
16
17 Anna:
18
19
20 Ghala:
21 Anna:
22
23 Ghala:
24 Anna:
25
26 Anna:
27 Ghala:

shall we go ahead?
ye::ah
okay. so:: (.01) from the start point. you can see like the ah: Price
Falls in your left hand?
(.01)
okay. go to the left of the Falls?
no. just g. go straight. and then take a. right (.01)
okay.
and go to the ah (.7) Strait’s Bridge↓
okay. take a w. .okay. your right is my left (h). s(h)o go above Strait’s
Bridge?
(.6)
yea::h. just go through it.
okay.
(.7)
and then (.4) ah (.01) take a right.
okay⇗
to ah. like. under the Poisoned stream (.01)
under the strea::m? ((missing land mark in B’s map))
aha (.5) and then go straight (.02)
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28

Ghala:

29 Anna:
30 Ghala:
31 Anna:
32 Ghala:
33 Anna:
34 Ghala:
35 Anna:

so make the:: like. keep the:: old template on your right and go
straight.
okay, okay. wait a second. okay. go’s the beginning. i am sorry
you’re fine
go straight up⇗
ah, yeah from the straight ⌈point⌉
aha
go straight to the (.6) Strait's Bridge.
to the straight bridg. okay, okay. here we go.

During their interaction, Ghala had difficulties pronouncing some words. For
instance, she referred to “straight” as /sitriːt/, “temple” as /ˈtem-pəәli:/, and “cobbles” as
/ˈkɑːbliz/. However, Anna did not provide any correction to these words. They both showed
consistent speech style and completed the map task successfully in 5:20 minutes. The only
wrong direction that Anna took was going left to the “White mountain” instead of right.
After completing the map, Anna rated Ghala’s accent as “not very noticeable” and “very
easy to understand.”

Alex and Amal
In the previous attitude task, Alex demonstrated a highly positive attitude with an
overall rating of 2.95. She successfully followed Amal’s instructions. Because Alex rated
the language-focused trait as highly positive, it was expected that they would show
collaborative behavior in their interaction.

Excerpt 9 shows the initial interaction. Amal started giving directions, and Alex
received Amal’s information successfully. In turn 13, Alex repeated Amal’s instructions
and followed it with the acknowledgment token “okay.” In turn 16, Alex asked for more
specific information about distance, and Amal showed hesitation and confusion (turn 18)
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because she was not able to describe distance accurately. Even though Alex showed that
she was not certain about the distance information, Alex accepted the information by
repeating the instructions with falling intonation followed by acknowledgment tokens.

Excerpt 10:
8 Amal:
9
10 Alex:
11 Amal:
12
13 Alex:
14 Amal:
15
16 Alex:
17
18 Amal:
19
20
21 Alex:
22 Amal:
23
24 Alex:
25 Amal:
26 Alex:
27 Amal:
28 Alex:
29 Amal:
30 Alex:
31 Amal:
32 Alex:
33 Amal:
34 Alex:
35 Amal:
36 Alex:

okay:: we will start: from place but (.2) do. you have (.4) Price
Place?
i do.
okay. so you will go from the up of this Price Place. then (.01)
you will go left.
left. okay.
when you will end this Price. you have to go. down.
(.7)
wait⇗ how far do I go left. from Price Falls?
(.01)
when you r. ah. you r. how can I say that?. when you will be
done or at the end of this Price Falls. at the end.
(0.7)
at the ⌈END⌉.
y::eah
(.01)
<so: until. i reach. the. very. left of the page?>
no, no. I mean (.01) when you reach. the Price Falls↓
ahm.
at the end of the price ⌈Falls⌉
OH. at the end of the Price Falls. ⌊okay⌉.
⌊ye::ah⌋
<so at the. vey left.> of the Price ⌈Falls⌉
⌊yea::h⌉
Okay. and where i go from there?
then. you will. you. have go ⌈down⌉↓
⌊down⌋
until you reach. also. the end of the Price ⌈Falls⌉.
⌊okay⌋.

Alex also showed that she was following the instructions well by asking questions
about the missing landmarks (turn 52). Alex provided only one pronunciation correction
(turn 56), followed by acknowledgment.
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Excerpt 11:
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Alex:
Amal:
Alex:
Amal:
Alex:
Amal:
Alex:
Amal:
Alex:
Amal:
Alex:

go up⇗
ye::ah (.4) ⌈and⌉
⌊and⌋. sorry, do you have lemon grove?
N::o.
okay. <so. I reach White mountain⇗>. and how. far. up do i go?
like: three centimeters.
okay.
and: do. you have pyramid?
⌈pyramid⌉?
⌊yeah⌋ °pyramid°
yeah.

The only shift that was observed was in turns 24 and 52, when Alex started to slow
her speech rate. There was no observed shift in Amal’s speech. They successfully
completed the map task in 6:55 minutes. After completing the map task, Alex rated Amal’s
accent as “noticeable” but “easy to understand.”

John and Ali
John demonstrated a relatively positive attitude with an overall score of 2.05. He
worked on the map task with Ali and achieved a successful collaborative interaction. In the
beginning, Ali gave information about the start point, and John showed that he was
following by providing acknowledgment tokens (turns 10, 12, and 16).

Excerpt 12:
8 Ali:
10
11
12
13

John:
Ali:
John:
Ali:

16 John:

so:: let’s go ahead. so: let’s start with the Price Falls.
(.9)
⌈aha:⌉
((not clear))
okay.
so. I need you. to draw: like: a line. so. it is at the top of the
Price Falls.
(.6) so. that the line starts from the top of the Price Falls.
okay.
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17 Ali:

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

John:
Ali:
John:
Ali:
Ali:
John:

28 Ali:
29

so you have to draw a line all: the way dow:n (.9) so it would be
all the way: down to the left of the Price Fall.
(.8)
ah. m. (.3) towards?
towards: I’d say. the end of the. map. I mean like. left.
okay. so is. is’t going around banana tree?
ah:: well. let’s see. so:.
ah: (.01)
you said banana tree?
yeah:: at the bottom left.
(.7)
okay. SO that i don’t have it. i need to draw it. so can you
describe where is it basically?

Ali exhibited a few CC mispronunciations, such as /si:prɪŋ/ for /sprɪŋ/, /bʌɪrəәmɪd/
for /ˈpɪrəәmɪd/, and / /bleɪm/ for /plʌm/. He did not receive corrections. Their interaction
variation was consistent during the task. After completing the task, John rated Ali’s accent
as “noticeable” but “easy” to understand.

Vanessa and Lamees
Vanessa demonstrated a relatively positive attitude in the MGT task.

She

completed the map task successfully with her partner, Lamees. During the interaction, it
was observed that when Vanessa was given directions, she either provided
acknowledgment tokens or repeated Lamees’ instruction with rising intonation followed
by an acknowledgment token. She also asked questions for clarification (Excerpt 11). In
Lindemann’s analysis, she considered this type of interaction problematic. I, in contrast,
claim that because there was meaning negotiation and arranged turn taking, both
participants demonstrated that they were seeking mutual understanding, which reflects
cooperative positive behavior.
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Excerpt 13:
6

Lamees:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Vanessa :
Lamees:
Vanessa :
Lamees:
Vanessa :
Lamees:
Vanessa :
Lamees:
Vanessa :
Lamees:
Vanessa :
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Lamees:

Vanessa :
Lamees:

so:: we will start from the. um: Price Fall ↗ (.9) do you have that?
(.6)
Price Fall? ⌊Okay⌊.
⌈yeah⌉ .
yeah↓.
you start from there. it is uphill (.3) the start point (.5)
okay. you said it's uphill?
the start point. it's. it's OVER the ⌈Price Falls⌉?
°Price Falls°
right?
yeah.
okay. so, so, you will go LEFT.
okay.
(.01)
how far left?
(.7)
um: (.3) a:bout three dash lines. and you will curve down:: (.8) about
five datelines (.02)
and: you will go about ten to the left.
(.01)

They both maintained their speech, and there was no observed speech shift. There
was only one time when Vanessa missed the given directions to draw a line to the left of
“White mountain” and instead drew it to the right. They both completed the task
successfully in 8:16 minutes. After the task, Vanessa rated Lamees’ accent as “noticeable”
and “average” on the comprehension scale.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion

The first goal of this study was to analyze the attitudes of the dominant group
(American NSs) toward a marginalized group (in this case, Arab NNSs). The second goal
was to analyze how both groups’ identities and prototypes emerge through communication
(Collier, 1997). I argue here that communication is not only based on prototypes and selfcategorization, but also on how people perceive others’ communication variation.

When people view “others” in terms of group membership, prototypes become an
essential factor that influences their perceptions and behaviors (Hogg and Tindale, 2005).
Therefore, the first objective of this study was to examine the perceptions of American NSs
toward Arab NNSs. In particular, the goal was to see how their self-categorizations of
status and solidarity toward Arab speakers influence their evaluations of NNSs’ linguistic
competence. As shown above in Section 5.1, the findings of the MGT support the SCT
argument that interlocutors with a negative attitude depersonalize other speakers (outgroup) due to their preexisting social categories. This suggests that prejudiced listeners
judge NNSs’ linguistic competence based on their self-representations that fit the content
of the salient prototype “we” believe, in contrast to “those” (Lehdonvirta & Mezier, 2013;
p. 247). Based on this categorization, prejudiced listeners express their distance from the
other group’s norms, including their accented speech, as a way to project a positive social
identity.

Because attitude has a great influence on behavior, it was expected that alignment
between NSs’ attitudes and their interaction variations would be observed. However, the
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MGT task and the map interaction task did not support this argument. As is seen in the map
task result, some NSs who showed a relatively negative attitude showed cooperation
interaction variation, and some showed a negative interaction behavior. In other words, the
map task result indicates that those with negative attitudes do not necessarily show negative
behaviors, nor do those with positive attitudes necessarily demonstrate collaborative
behaviors (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1: Attitudes of native speakers (NSs) and their observed interaction variations.
#

NSs

Overall
Attitude

1

Alex

Positive

Cooperative variation

2

Mea

Positive

Cooperative variation

3

John

Positive

Cooperative variation

4

Vanessa

Positive

Cooperative variation

5

Anna

Negative

Cooperative variation

6

Aaron

Negative

Cooperative variation

7

Rose

Negative

Problematizing variation

8

Mark

Positive

Problematizing variation

9

Eric

Negative

Problematizing variation

Interaction Variations

Because communication is two sided, it is important to analyze how the other side
(in this case, the NNSs) reacted to the NSs’ interaction variations by examining their
possible speech convergence, divergence, or maintenance. As shown in section 5.2, NNSs
whose partners exhibited limited collaboration were observed to maintain their interactions
by enforcing turn taking. For example, the initial interactions between Riyadh and Amer
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with their NS partners showed that the communication burden was placed on the NNSs (or
the instruction giver). The NSs contributed with few observed acknowledgment tokens,
little volunteered information, and few questions. Later, it was observed that the NNSs
maintained the interaction by asking their NS partners more questions, in which the rest of
the interaction showed joint collaboration. As shown, the NNSs did not show passive
reactions; instead they applied negotiation strategies to ensure mutual understanding.

The other non-collaborative behavior that was observed in one NS involved
argumentative contributions. In this interaction, the NS, Rose, showed that she was not
pleased by the interaction, and it was observed that she expressed this through interruptions
(overlaps) and sharp intonations. The reaction of her NNS partner, Joud, was described as
dynamic and diverse. Joud first showed divergent interaction variation by expressing her
lack of ability to give directions. Then—when her partner, Rose, expressed sharp
interaction—she showed assertiveness and maintained the interaction by repeating the
directions and maintaining control of the conversation.

The last interaction variation was described as a collaborative behavior. In the
moment-to-moment interaction, the NSs provided acknowledgment tokens, volunteered
information, and asked questions. Their interactions showed meaning negotiations and
collaboration. During the interactions, it was observed that some NSs converged to their
partners by slowing their speech rate. On the other hand, the NNSs maintained their
interaction variations, and there were no converged or diverged variations to their NS
partners.
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As shown, some NSs with relatively positive or negative attitudes were expected to
show communicative behaviors that aligned with their attitude results. However, the
mismatch between their attitudes and interaction variations supports Abrams et al.’s (2002)
claim that identity is not static but rather dynamic and is negotiated through
communication. Their claim also supports that communication is also shaped through
perceptions of how people think others perceive them. For example, NNSs may have
perceived that the NSs’ uncooperative interactions were due to the NSs’ belief in the
stereotypes that NNSs are not linguistically competent enough to give directions. Based on
this perception, NNSs chose to diverge, converge, or maintain their interactions to express
a positive identity. The communication of both parties was not restricted to an “us” and
“them” perspective, but rather was also based on how the “other” interacted with “us.”

The CAT and SCT provide a reliable framework for intergroup communication
studies. They broaden the scope of the study of prejudice and privilege by explaining
individuals’ differences, levels of prejudice (Lehdonvirta & Mezier, 2013), and the ways
in which identity is shaped in verbal communication. For example, listeners may vary in
their evaluations of status and solidarity traits based on whom the “other” group is as well
as their own level of belonging to their own groups. They may evaluate the out-group as
higher in status but lower in solidarity, or they may evaluate both traits negatively. More
importantly, the CAT and SCT explain how individuals’ self-categorization and in-group
favoritism projected in their verbal communication.
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Chapter 7: General Notes and the Study’s Limitations

This study examined the relationship between attitude and cooperative behavior
and was motivated in part by the work of Lindemann (2000). The prime objective of this
study was to analyze the potential relationship through the SCT and CAT framework. As
shown in Chapter 6, the comparison between NSs’ attitudes in the MGT and their
interactions in the map task suggests that individuals’ attitudes do not necessarily align
with their communication variations. Also, as shown in the interaction analysis, NNSs
shifted their interactions based on how the NSs interacted with them. This finding arguably
suggests that the success of communication does not depend on the speaker (or the
listener); instead it is the outcome of the joint cooperation of the speaker and the listener.

Sample size:
One of the limitations in this study is the sample size. First, 120 NSs completed the
MGT task, which is considered a small number compared to the population of the
University of Kentucky (UK). However, this small sample is sufficient for analyzing how
the self-categorization of NSs affects their evaluations of the out-group’s three trait
categories: status, solidarity, and language. In addition, the objective of this study was not
to examine the general American UK students’ attitudes toward the Arab population;
instead the goal was to see how prejudiced listeners evaluate the language-focused traits
based on their self-categorization, which was shown in their evaluations of the status and
solidarity traits. To this end, I emphasize that the reported attitude results do not reflect the
attitudes of the majority of the American UK population.
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In addition to the MGT sample size, the map task also had a small sample size; it
was completed by only 9 NS and 9 NNS participants. The issue that resulted in this small
number was that there were no Arab students in the introductory linguistics classes that we
used to recruit the NSs from. Moreover, it was challenging to schedule a time that fit the
availability of the same-sex participants. More participants in the map task would definitely
provide an insight into the concluded result.

MGT task:
The MGT task was implemented to elicit NSs’ attitudes toward NSs. Based on their
evaluations, they were divided into groups with relatively positive and relatively negative
attitudes. The issue in this task is that it requires that interlocutors judge each quality
without giving them the “N/A” option. Enforcing the evaluation definitely says something
about their decision-making process and morality, but their decision to not evaluate (N/A)
would be also meaningful to the overall attitude result.

In this type of task, it is challenging to examine whether the participants’
evaluations involved random or conscious behaviors. However, following Krueger’s
(2013; p. 290) argument that “a theory of random behavior is not much of a theory,” I
considered all the data that I received from the 120 participants, regardless of their potential
lack of accuracy. I anticipate that primed data might activate their self-categorization,
which might motivate them enough to provide an evaluation that reflects their emotions
and thoughts. However, future research should consider more implicit methods that elicits
accurate attitude data.
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The last note about the MGT involves the measurements that I implemented to
calculate the positive and negative attitudes. NSs were asked to rate the NNS participants
on a scale from 1 to 5. Higher scores referred to the negative end of the continuum (i.e.,
not at all), whereas lower scores referred to the positive end (i.e., very). Based on this scale,
there were two sets of calculations: a calculation of the overall attitude across the three
traits and a calculation of the attitude toward each trait.
•   First, to calculate the overall attitude, I calculated the positive attributes (intelligent,
successful, ambitious, friendly, likable, helpful, appropriate to hire to do message,
and nice to listen to) and the negative attributes (lazy, uneducated, incompetent,
unkind, insincere, aloof, and poor at speaking) separately. I then subtracted the
negative attributes from the positive attributes. The overall result shows positive
(P) and negative (N) values where 0 ≥ N and 0 < P (88 had relatively positive
attitudes, and 32 had relatively negative attitudes).
•   Second, to analyze their evaluations of each trait, I implemented a similar
calculation to the above one. For example, I separately calculated the positive
attributes (intelligent, successful, and ambitious) and the negative attributes (lazy,
uneducated and incompetent) of the status traits. I then subtracted the negative ones
from the positive ones. I applied the same calculation to the solidarity- and
language-focused traits. The overall result of each trait ranged from 0 ≥ N and 0 <
P. Also there is a calculation for a specific sub-quality such as “nice to listen to.”
In this case, the average score will range from 1 to 5, where higher scores referred
to the negative end of the continuum (i.e., not at all) and lower scores referred to
the positive end (i.e., very).
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Interaction variations analysis:
The analysis of the interaction variations of the NSs depended on whether they were
cooperative with their NNS partners. In particular, I analyzed how the NSs provided
acknowledgment tokens, volunteered information, and asked questions as well as how their
interaction strategies affected the NNSs’ interaction strategies. This investigation,
however, disregards the participants’ personal communication skills, as this study only
analyzed each participant’s interaction once (one interaction task). I strongly agree that
analyzing participants’ interaction variations with more than one partner (i.e., a NS works
with more than one NNS and NS) would provide more information about their personal
communication skills.
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Appendix A

Matched Guise Technique (Lindemann 2000):

very

not at all

intelligent

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

lazy

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

unkind

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

successful

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

insincere

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

uneducated

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

friendly

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

nice to listen
to

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

ambitious

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

incompetent

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

speaks poorly

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

likable

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

aloof

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

helpful

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

appropriate to
hire to do
message

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______
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Appendix B
Map task (adopted from the Human Communication Research Centre’s dialogue
database)
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Appendix C
Jeffersonian Transcription (Jefferson, 1984):
Symbol

Use

[ text ]

Indicates the start and end points of overlapping
speech.

(# of seconds)

A number in parentheses indicates the time, in
seconds, of a pause in speech.

(.)

A brief pause of less than (0.2)

. or ↓

Indicates falling vocal pitch or intonation.

? or ↑

Indicates rising vocal pitch or intonation

,

Indicates a temporary rise or fall in intonation.

>text<

Indicates that the enclosed speech was delivered
quicker than usual for the speaker.

<text>

Indicates that the enclosed speech was delivered
slower than usual for the speaker.

°

Indicates whisper or reduced volume speech.

ALL CAPS

Indicates shouted or increased volume speech.

underline

Indicates the speaker is emphasizing or stressing
the speech.

:::

Indicates elongated  speech,  a  stretched  sound.

(hhh)

Audible exhalation

(.hhh)

Audible inhalation

( text )

Speech which is unclear or in doubt in the
transcript.

(( italic text ))

Annotation of non-verbal activity.
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